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Abstract:
One of the difficulties when engaging a topic referring to the relationship between fashion and the body is portrayed 

by both the plethora of images provided by the fashion industry and the numerous imbrications these images pose 
throughout digital media. Circulated throughout various media, images establish interconnected relationships extending 
beyond the urban space, body materiality, or the interplay of habits and representations. Even though they configure 
a body that moves away from conventions ruling the actual lived body in urban spaces, these images are a moulding 
force for individuals. As the relationship between fashion and the digital exceeds the physical boundaries and formulates 
different perceptions over clothing and the body, the concept of fashion is seen here from a perspective within the arts as 
opposed to the cultural industries. The present article considers the body as the interface of sign perpetuations, aesthetic 
effects and stylistic transformations. In discussing these issues, however, I do not rely solely on a semiotic analysis of 
images, but focus on an interdisciplinary approach at the nexus of fashion and media studies. The article focuses on body 
as reflected in digital and artistic practices, Internet iconography, and clandestine forms of body image representations.
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“Fashion” and the digital era

In one of the greatest endeavours to explain 
fashion (garment and image appropriation) 
structurally, The Fashion System, Roland Barthes 
makes a semiotic analysis of fashion where 
he emphasises how fashion is deeply rooted 
in representation. Through his approach, 
he draws a distinction between the real 
garment and the represented one, between 
the manufactured garment (material and 
worn) and the one which only exists through 
its meaning. The represented garment follows 
the interplay between the verbal text and the 
image: the writt en clothing and the image 
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one, both of which reside in the connected dimensions of language and photography. 
(Barthes 1990, 4-5) While the real garment is versatile and comprises functions like 
“protection, modesty or adornment,” the representation can “at best signify it.” (Barthes 
1990, 8) Most importantly, the real garment is always seen through the represented, 
fashionable one. For the consumer, the fi rst encounter with material garments is already 
inscribed in the discourse of fashion. (Barthes 1990, x-xi) In other words, what we 
usually understand as a real garment is not the garment per se, the “real” one or the 
one we use, but its fi ltration through image and text representations. Thus, in order to 
follow the core of signifi cation processes, Barthes puts the garment-image aside because 
of its “plastic quality” and focuses on the writt en garment – the word, the text – which, 
he states: “has no practical or aesthetic function; it is entirely constituted with a view to 
a signifi cation. If the magazine describes a certain article of clothing as verbally, it does 
so only to convey a message whose content is: Fashion.” (idem) His dissociated, static 
and diachronic (or unhistorical) approach has been criticized and rendered obsolete 
by other semiotic analysts on the basis of concepts like intertextuality, connotation, 
and especially the “semiotics of the ‘open’ work of art (…), the temporal and spatial 
dimensions and references to diff erent discourse genres.” (Calefato 2004, 27) Fashion 
“is a complex system of images, words, objects and multi-layered social discourses, 
all using a plurality of expressive forms” (Calefato 2004, 11-12), exactly what Barthes 
chose to leave out. In Fashion: A Philosophy, Lars Svendsen highlights the great merit 
of Barthes in fashion study, not in terms of establishing “the rhetoric of clothing,” 
but as “a political project.” (Svendsen 2006, 68) Underlining the arbitrariness of the 
signifi er-signifi ed relation (following Saussure’s model) and the ‘tyranny’ of fashion, 
Svendsen claims that Barthes engages in a de-mythologization project to reveal the 
“myth as myth,” namely that there is no natural reason for garments to be bett er used in 
a certain way/context or another. In other words, the cultural, educated codes, sets and 
normativities are raised to the rank of the “necessary and universally valid,” through 
which fashion “reforms the sign into a ‘natural fact’.” (Svendsen 2006, 68-69)

The present article considers the body as the interface of sign perpetuations, 
aesthetic eff ects and stylistic transformations. In discussing these issues, however, I 
do not rely solely on a semiotic analysis of images, but focus on an interdisciplinary 
approach that takes account of the body at the junction of fashion and media studies, as 
refl ected in digital and artistic practices, Internet iconography, and clandestine forms 
of body image representations. Following Hans Belting’s concept of the body as “living 
media,” the body is seen as the nexus of an entire network of exchanges that take place 
between visualization techniques, corporalization, sensorial apparatuses and collective 
imagination. Belting seeks to rebuild the connection between (mental) images and 
physical artefacts: the individual’s experience beyond technology and the medium 
is vital to the inscription of the signifi cance of images/objects, and the body-media-
image triangulation is a confi guration that undermines the formatt ing of the body as 
a representation only. (Belting 2005, 302-303/309-310)
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Today, images have taken over the “writt en garment” of fashion – the description 
accompanying clothes. How something should be worn, the stylistic juxtaposition of 
clothes on the body, their “look,” and the manner to achieve it, are mainly “explained” 
through images. The details of garment manufacture are praised by zoom-ins of the 
luxurious materials and innovative cloth shapes. Resembling the real ones in so 
much detail, it gives a kind of sculptural texture to images, which also contributes 
to fashion’s discourse and mythologisation, along with visual narrations that tackle 
identity, body appearance and personal att ributes. The body most of all has become the 
“ultimate object of desire,” imposing itself over clothing. It denies the arbitrariness of 
the sign and tackles upon analogy, serving to the “naturalness” of the image. Images as 
representations follow composition canons and a set of socio-cultural norms, otherwise 
they could not be “read” as signs or be understood. (Codoban 2011, 22; 33)

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to think that text has been completely erased 
and discarded from fashion representation. Rather we can speak about writing/text 
in a diff erent manner, one that is “buried” within images. What is important to this 
context is that we now deal with another type of images, namely the digitalized ones. 
Digital images are writings of mathematical binary codes, which, unlike analogue 
photography, no longer need a material surface and live only in the apparatus. 
However, such a perspective gives less account on how image garments carry on 
the writt en aspect. Vilém Flusser pinpoints in Towards a philosophy of photography 
that technical images (both analogue and digital) are an extension of texts, which 
they are bound to explain on behalf of the exceedingly notional and conceptual 
characteristics of writings. Image reading moves toward reality, but it is a reality that 
has already been constructed and explained by texts – images are thus the metacodes 
of texts. (Fluser 2003, 11-12) Such an approach relates to fashion’s perpetuation of 
images and their understanding as both real as well as a given, because the cultural 
aspect of the learned text is hidden. In The Empire of Communication, Aurel Codoban 
underlines that the visual language – the reading of an image – exists only if there 
is an association between the visual signs that make a discursive image, on the one 
hand, and, on the other, between that image and reality. Such an association can 
only take place through words. (Codoban, 36) The author highlights yet another 
important aspect which is usually less mentioned in debates concerning the 
relationship between digital images and reality, namely that computer processed 
images are closer to drawing and painting, which also has an eff ect on the distinction 
between art and design. Digital images that are fi ltered, created or modifi ed through 
a computer program are tied to artistic practices because they can be produced based 
on intentions alone, which can relate or not to the outside world. (Codoban, 37-38) 
Such a statement cannot be dissociated from the plastic quality of an image or an 
individual signifi cance and understanding. This perspective is of great interest in 
what concerns fashion images because not only does it speak about the re-creation 
of reality – which has long been one of the main critiques of fashion –, but it also 
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underlines the possibility for individuals to actively engage in the creation of their 
own fashion representations.

In a similar note that touches upon the artistic aspect, Karen de Perthuis discusses 
the fashion body in relation to the endless possibilities of digitally manipulated 
photography. In Beyond Perfection: the Fashion Model in the Age of Digital Manipulation, 
she emphasizes the diff erence between the physical body and the fashion-moulded one. 
Unlike in the case of representations, in life, the catwalk and analogue photography the 
body “physiology continues to put up a degree of resistance to its aesthetics whims.” 
Through digital interventions, the human body can be deformed, cut/pasted, stitched 
“in any imaginable form”; “it is treated as if it is made from the same material as 
clothing.” The beauty ideal for which the body serves as a canvas refl ects itself as a 
synthetic one “parallel with imagination where fashion no longer needs to compromise 
with reality” and goes “beyond perfection”. (Perthuis 2008) Going “beyond perfection” 
can also be a way to demythologize fashion; processing images too much can break 
the analogies and show body representations as creative and cultural constructions.

In 2012, Shanghai-based niche brand TIMEFLY had launched a prototype line of 
apparel composed of unisex and medium-sized ponchos. Their surfaces were printed 
with visual eff ects of computational juggles, a blend of geometric patt erns and absurd 
juxtapositions of digital objects that mimic real ones in a blend of body representations 
and Internet iconography. This internet iconography is mainly constituted by what 
Theresa Mientus calls “image codes,” which can be read like texts. It is possible that 
these “image codes” can be understood beyond the language barrier, particularly when 
discussed in relation to graphic narration: “the catchphrase ‘visual storytelling’” and 
the rise of a global digital culture, where aesthetic eff ects still hold a grip on images. 
For Mientus, “image codes” are in fact what Flusser called “technocodes,” namely the 
fi xed sign systems the decoding techniques of which are interlingual and intercultural. 
(Mientus 2012: 269-270) 

The fashion scenography presented on TIMELFY’s website is 3D worked, from 
mannequins similar to those in the shop windows, placed against a background made 
of objects rendered in composed sceneries, to abstract patt erns, silky drapings and 
kaleidoscopic printed models. The graphic realism, the reproduction of human forms 
with glossy and coated corporal surfaces, their sculptural postures interlaced with 
set pieces, or the over-sanitary spaces of artifi cial nature present us with something 
disturbing. All elements can be commixed, in their double quality as sett ing and frame. 
The 3D clothing pieces are made by digital artists and underground designers who were 
invited to extend and transfer their computational constructions and interpretations 
to prints in a limited series of material clothing pieces. Manufacture is though a 
contradictory term here, making references to various technological paradigms and 
issues of identity. Clothing pieces such as those proposed by TIMELFY or other 
(accredited or unaccredited) brands working with computational or net aesthetics are 
generally described as futurist canopies holding the power to hide oneself into a future 
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“metropolis of blinking TV’s and glitched out displays.” (Kastrenakes 2013) However, 
they do not simply propose immaterial creations fl oating off  the information fl ux, 
like in a digital limbo, but should be seen as material by-products made to be worn 
by individuals in their everyday lives. Their prints can be considered an avant-garde 
statement, though their structures remain simple and comfortable.

The att empt to extend and merge the physical body through diff erent media has 
been a recurrent theme surfacing the digital realm, in what concerns both technology 
and its application in the art world. In her seminal book Digital Art, Christiane Paul 
traces a chronology of projects which explore the dispersion of body and self. In doing 
so, she calls into att ention Stelarc’s renowned series of works that deal with body 
construction between robotics, prosthetics and the Internet in order to depict the body 
as a physical interface refracted onto a multitude of surfaces. If Stelarc’s prosthetic 
extensions are still grounded in the physicality of the body, Victoria Vesna’s Bodies, Inc. 
shares a vision of the anti-gravitational body. Her website allows visitors to expand 
or compose their own bodies as in a cyber-representation using diff erent components 
the way they want to. In either case, both artists underlie that “the relation between 
virtual and physical existence can hardly be constructed as a simple dichotomy. Rather 
is a complex interplay that aff ects our understanding of both the body and (virtual) 
identity.” (Paul 2008, 166-167) Permutations of artefacts and visual experiments from 
cyberspace into the material are not a novelty as such. In the world of art at least, the 
artistic practices where individuals engage the cyberspace and keep the simultaneous 
connection with object-based production have been discussed for some time as “post-
internet” (art), a term initially proposed by artist Maria Olsen. This term signals the 
changes in artistic and creative practices at the confl ux of internet and its associate 
technologies, where the medium of internet enables users to operate diff erent cultural 
reconfi gurations. (Connor 2013) In an article entitled Beginnings + Ends, the editors of 
contemporary art and culture magazine Frieze have asked a series of artists, curators 
and writers to formulate some thoughts on the artistic engagements with technologies 
within a historical frame. Among them, Lauren Cornell, the now co-curator (with Ryan 
Trecartin) of the 2015 Triennial, Digital Projects and Museum as Hub, places post-
internet as a useful term that grew out of net.art’s online sphere describing “art that 
acknowledged the eff ects of the Internet in its process or realization but which didn’t 
exist online or within technological form.” However, “the term needs to be broken 
down, since it encompasses so many diverse practices, which, in its summary nature, 
it threatens to misconstrue.” (Frieze 2013, 131) 

From soft porn to constructed body images 

One of the main diffi  culties raised by engaging a discussion of the body’s relation 
to fashion continues to be the plethora of images promoted by the fashion industry 
as subsumed to advertising, in a broad area of mediums and forms of display. 
Advertising in urban spaces raises numerous issues for the way we perceive space, 
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inform our movement models and form our own body images and identities. In 
an article titled Moving Pictures – Advertising, Traffi  c and Cityscape, Pasi Kolhonen 
discusses the everyday urban environment and the impact of the computer-generated 
pictures of advertising on our everyday perception of the city space. “The cityscape 
– our picture of the city – is rapidly becoming a city of pictures.” This argument is 
supported by a computer generated experiment where buildings are extruded from 
the cityscape to leave only advertisements, signs, or logos as a way to emphasize the 
way our visual fi eld is dominated by ad surfaces. (Kolhonen 2005) More than just 
products or services, these ads promote body images that seem more veridical, more 
capable, or more marketable, transforming the human body into a supporting vehicle 
that bears aesthetical and discursive prescriptions, including sex and gender issues, 
racial predispositions, cultural stereotypes or specifi c forms of value transmission 
covering aspects of social life. Body images thus fl ood the urban space and infl uence 
our perception of architecture, streaming ever-changing images of fl amboyant, super-
sexualized bodies projected onto refl exive surfaces of light and pixels.

The continuous display of body images does not directly express the variety of 
body forms and structures. The eroticization of advertising images is a constancy 
raising numerous questions on the appropriation and dissemination of representations, 
the inscription of sexual symbols and connotations which impregnate body gestures 
and portrayals, leading to the normalization of so-called soft porn representations. 
Their composition frequently makes use of a specifi c body – young, eroticized, 
prevailingly feminine – as translator of desires deeply rooted in consumption patt erns, 
representations of sexuality, and identity associations. But this form of sexualization is 
also a representation of ideas about masculinity, as Anja Hirdman claims. (Hirdman 
2004, 8-11) The visual display of feminity in the public domain does not refl ect the 
symbolic constructions of the female only, but also representations of concepts of 
masculinity. Since the notion of public space refers to actual surroundings and the 
images that fi ll them, gender representations are less an expression of individuals 
and more a nexus of social relationships. Hirdman distinguishes between hard and 
soft pornography in the media to show how soft porn images carry a weight of sexual 
connotations and are a vehicle for the reproduction of myths concerning feminine 
identity and sexuality. “Soft porn images,” says Hirdman, “are also characterized by 
their accepted social status. (…) The core defi nition of soft porn is its communication 
of female accessibility and the alluring desire suggested by poses and gazes. Today 
this sexualized rhetoric is widely used in public and mediated visual representations 
of sexuality.” (Hirdman 2004, 9) Gestures, poses, clothes, and gazes defi ne the process 
of sexualization and the conversion of cultural and historic meanings interpreted as 
sexual. But sexuality and gender refer to (male) power as a process of defi ning oneself 
and others: “In its public form, ideas about sexuality are so fi rmly connected to ideas 
of gender that they seem to blend together – gender becomes sexuality as sexuality 
becomes gender.” (Hirdman 2004, 10) In the public domain, the female body thus 
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functions as an eroticised symbol for desires of consumption and representations of 
sexuality which also involve ideas about masculinity. It is here that Anja Hirdman 
operates a deconstruction of masculinity through feminity as a way “to position the 
image, the representation, in a political and historical context of relations where power, 
desire and mutual needs are at stake. The aim is also to stress the visual display of 
eroticized feminity as a strategy of representation for masculinity and gender relations” 
(Hirdman 2004, 11) that challenges the male gaze as an active and more controlling 
spectator position refl ecting a male dominated culture exerted through domination 
by the gaze. The appropriation of pornography is perhaps more clearly outlined by 
the masculine body, through its obsessively worked out, unshirted, invigorated body 
image which emphasizes specifi c body parts. Analogous to pornographic renderings, 
the fi gure of the model/individual becomes almost irrelevant in relation to the 
virtuousness of the body. Yet this obsessive sanitization and body care are in fact 
uses of feminine cultural and historical practices referencing not only the virtuousness 
of the antique body, but the refl ections of homosexual beauty equally. Feminization 
is thus extended upon the young male body, challenging or stressing the dominant 
power of masculinity.

The enacting of gender, social and racial relations is accompanied by tensions 
referring to the body as portrayed in image formatt ing and manipulation of programs 
such as Photoshop, where digital retouchings are implemented over the already 
manically standardized and thinned bodies of models. (Svendsen 2006, 83-84) These 
retouchings often “abuse” the body in such a way that its actual anatomy serves 
only as a display of idealized forms and particularities. We can thus say that digital 
retouching has become the favorable, if not the ideal medium to achieve the promise 
of self-transformation that, in the practice of fashion, the models seek to incorporate 
– a fl exible, fl uid and elastic body. (Paham 2014) We no longer look to staged bodies 
reminiscent of actual carnalities, but instead admire the mouldings of perfected bodies 
and outer-bodies which can be constantly composed and re-composed, att ached and 
adorned with diff erent body parts. The ideal body is, in fact, a de-corporalized body 
where even the rendering of pores and references to skin breathing are replaced by 
unitary extensions of the (Photoshop) “Liquify” tool. In this context, the bodies we 
perceive in the constellation of ads are largely similar to 3D models, that is, they 
are computational constructions of human forms, with coated skin and toneless 
expressions, which in TIMEFLY’s images, for instance, function as mere support or 
set pieces. 

According to Hans Belting, our sense of the body images as being potentially real 
and present bodies relies on a habitude to relate body visibility with the presence. 
What the images actually indicate is an absence of the body, an absence which is 
rendered visible through the body’s iconic presence. Anthropologically, the iconic 
body of image takes the place of the deceased. (Belting, 312-313/307) Through its 
etymology, the image is played between imago, which is the mortuary, and eikon, 
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the iconic, that accommodates a sacred symbolism. Images always hold a tension 
between these two poles, that is the indicial (the analogy) and the symbolic highly 
depending on socio-cultural conventions. (Codoban, 33) The break with analogy and 
the primacy of the symbolic is refl ected, for instance, by artists like Ed Atkins, who 
explores the idea of death which lies around behind the body image pinpointing to 
the fl at and dead bodies that images contain. The artist renders them as other than 
“real” bodies through digital and computer processed images. In the CGI work 
Ribbons, Atkins constructs a realistic space inhabited by an online avatar whose body 
is permanently de-corporalized and stripped of its material substance, in spite of it 
expressing emotions and aff ects. The avatar’s body becomes, in turn, a material to 
perforate and scrawl, a liquid fl ow or an empty case, a skin envelope, questioning body 
materiality, space and temporality at the same time. The artist extends the virtual space 
into the physical space of the gallery, creating a complex narrative construction which 
refl ects back as sensory experience and tactile perception upon the audience. (Laia 
2014) The seemingly realistic depiction of body and the world, with references to the 
stylized images searching for perfect compositions, refl ects an artifi cial visual régime 
where the immaterial body of the images enters an uncanny dialogue with visceral 
representations of organs to unveil a hollow digital corpse transiting the virtual space 
of representations. Invisible and immaterial, these “bodies” are yet able to produce 
tactile representations and stimulate corporeal interactions. This, however, is not an 
expression of the body alone: digital fi lm and video as mediums of representation are 
seen as deceased bodies substituted by the mere digital codes that defi ne contemporary 
images, emphasizing the vulnerable relations between the body, human perception, 
inter-social communication, and technology.

While TIMEFLY’s apparel is made using a clearly computer object oriented 
approach, the image body is not corporeal either. Similar to the way Atkins uses high 
resolution technologies to highlight his digital cadavers, Kim Laughton, the digital 
artist behind the clothing brand TIMEFLY, uses this technology to emphasize the 
possibilities of digital texturing, making use of a body extended into object excrescences. 
His bodies are either porcelain coated or covered in artifi cial skin, caught in webbings, 
static supports, or placed into dissonant texturized landscapes. The images are rather 
uncanny to correlate to the presence of the carnal body within such sett ings, Laughton 
himself saying “it would be physically impossible to emphasize that impossibility – 
perhaps the more instantly recognizable an object is, the more eff ectively it can be 
distorted?” (Sean East 2014)

Because the surface of fashion images is considered a vehicle in the process of 
self-imagination, where the body continues to remain a container for a multitude of 
juxtaposed signifi cations, it is easy to understand why the main commitment of fashion 
critique regards the deconstruction of the repetitively normative bodies of the fashion 
industry. The majority of studies are concerned with normative aspects, seeking to 
underline them as the dominant perspective. From the identifi cation of genre elements 
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and their exploitation through images, to body re-de-formations which are then related 
back to the material, they summarize already distressing body aesthetics in standard 
format. Yet they simultaneously build textual and discursive restrictions which only 
allow for a mimicry of normalized representations accounting more for the self-image 
of individuals. A paste-up from Colin Campbell’s boldness in When the meaning is not 
a message emphasizes the hiatus between meaning and conduct: “it is one thing for the 
academics to discover meanings att ached to diff erent images; it is another to assume 
that the conduct of individuals should be understood in terms of such meanings.” 
(Campbell 2007, 167)

Clothing, fashion, body: between representation and body practices 

The body is often defi ned through notions that instead of clearing up meanings 
raise even more diffi  cult questions, the corporal reality of the body being the prime 
target. While this is not meant to vulgarize the biological understanding of the body, 
it does run the risk of foreclosing the body according to diff erent representations. 
The appealing body of nudity is often a primal resort we associate to the naked body 
precisely because it has been reproduced throughout history in certain postures that 
often fi nd associations with representations in the art world. Anne Hollander’s analysis 
in Seeing through clothing is based on associations between clothing and the body from 
the perspective of artworks tracked in time and brings to light the shifting condition 
of the naked body’s structure and posture by its connection to diff erent manners of 
dressing the body. Hollander makes a sustainable account of Goya’s two Majas, where 
the unveiled one has a pronounced erotic aura especially due to the fact that it depicts 
a body visibly structured by corsetry; the same corset moulds the body in the dressed 
version. (Hollander 1993, 91) She thus illustrates a complex exchange between clothing, 
the representation of the naked body and perceptions referring to our own body, to 
argue for clothing to be perceived as connective threads in the process of corporal self-
image making. (Hollander 1993, xvi) A similarity in body representation pertaining to 
the digital era is noted by Perthuis. Referring to McQueen’s “Laura de Palma” photo 
shoot for Visionaire magazine, where a model impersonates a passive and “naked” 
sex doll, Perthuis notes that the digital retouchings present the clothes and the body 
in a unifi ed form “where the body and the garment are synthesised into one. The 
body looks like it is wearing the ghost of the absent body.” (Perthuis 176) What this 
analogy underlines is that the body as such cannot be contained within the frame 
of “nakedness” since images are, in fact, representations of them depending on the 
medium that allow us to see it, also making references to the materials that cover the 
body. In short: the naked body is also fi ltered through representation and is mediated 
by means of clothing. McLuhan described the forms of technological enhancement 
that “extend man” by aff ecting the way we live, perceive, and communicate in 
society, including clothing among these as an extension of our skin. (Jeff eries 2012, 
157) Joanne Entwistle goes even further with the implications of representations in 
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Addressing the Body. Relying on Bryan Turner’s assertion that people “do not only have 
bodies, but they are bodies,” Entwistle looks at representations as a trigger and a set 
of actions inside and from the physical body that transform the body into a habitable 
and perceptive space through which we move and interact. By pinning the body to 
an anthropological statute where the body is always dressed or adorned, the author 
pleads for incorporated and bodily situated practices of dressing. When examining 
this construction, she also emphasizes the role of ordinary body practices (following 
Mauss), with gender being a key aspect among various techniques to instruct and/
or manipulate the body. (Entwistle 2007, 273) Clothing thus mediates between the 
organic and the artifi cial as a body extension, a second skin or an interface, adding up 
juxtapositions of bodily mediums. 

It is precisely in its ambiguous relation with representations that clothing underlines 
the diffi  culty to confi gure the body in a precise schematization and clearly outline it. 
Danni Cavallaro and Alexandra Warwick draw a diagram of body representations 
and the material implications that extend and develop therefore, pointing out some 
of the expressions through which clothing juggles with corporality. On the one hand, 
because clothing is symbolically, therefore representationally affi  liated, much like 
images and through them, it translates the body into signs and thus decarnalizes it. 
At the same time, as a form it constitutes a surrogate for the body, similar to the 
fl eshless skin of Ed Atkins’s avatar, which becomes a container for signifi cations and 
structures a form at the same time, pointing out metaphorically to materiality. In its 
tangibility, as a body structure, it breeds tensions between the structure of clothing 
pieces, textures, and body sensitiveness, through which it manifests resistance to 
strategies of symbolic reworking. The individual “is a body and has a body; but it also 
is and has, at one and the same time, the clothes that it wears,” which makes all the 
more diffi  cult and reductionist any att empt to establish to what extent does clothing 
transform the body into a dematerialized support or insert it in the corporal dimension. 
(Cavallaro, Warwick 1998, 88/3-4) Fashion has never been a cut-out construction. In 
When Clothes Become Fashion, Ingrid Loschek suggest we think of fashion itself as a 
media that takes over the media of clothing. Fashion is constituted through images 
and representations which hold the power to transmit, mould and transfer the various 
forms the body takes through either the structure of clothing or the visualization of 
the naked body. As material support, clothing makes known the medium which 
dictates the form and, implicitly, the patt erning of the body. Form is tangible but the 
medium can only be perceived through observation – that is, the (social) interaction 
of a body which is dressed and conducted. (Loschek 2009, 25-26) Any self-dressing 
and representation is strongly mediated by social circumstances and infl uenced by 
the context of presentation, a troublesome aspect to fashion image analysis following 
the linguistic model. For Entwistle, the urban and the ordinary become the main space 
of manifestation for fashion bodies which are lived, performed, and governed by the 
constraints of self-presentation and our perception of the body, or, rather said, the 
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constraints of bodily performances we realize in the proximity of the others and their 
gaze. As previously shown when discussing the objectifi cation of body and skin in 
advertising sexualization, the urban space has its own social rules of self-presentation. 
Postures that appear in advertising images can be ridiculized and criticized by the 
others here; nakedness can be sanctioned by the law as exhibitionism. (Entwistle 275)

Such regulations demonstrate that fashion is not a perfect self-sustained system 
and that it is still wedded to the unwritt en norms which refl ect upon ourselves from 
the cohabitual social. Fashion images share ideas of proximity and visibility with the 
structure of quotidian life: on the one hand, they are constitutive to the individual 
as subject and, on the other hand, they make visible and emphasize the diff erent 
manners in which individuals make use of both fashion images and the artefacts of 
fashion. Even if the interiorization or imagination of images remains unknown to us, 
we nevertheless have access to their eff ects. This partly echoes Michel de Certeau’s 
idea of clandestine forms in The Practice of Everyday Life, meaning they belong to a 
set of personal narratives which should not be seen as an alteration, but rather as a 
distinct understanding or an adjustment of inculcated representations and practices 
in the constitution of an urban subjectivity. De Certeau’s investigations on the spatial 
logics of everyday life and their connection to cultural consumption address the use 
of urban space by pointing to consumers as bricoleurs who actively re-use culture and 
“reappropriate the space organized by techniques of sociocultural production.” (de 
Certeau 2002, xviii) According to de Certeau, clandestine forms are “taken by the 
dispersed, tactical, and makeshift creativity of groups or individuals already caught 
in the nets of ‘discipline’.” (de Certeau 2002, xiv-xv) While this idea makes references 
to the Foucauldian mechanisms of power in de Certeau’s att empt to highlight an 
everyday anti-disciplinary network these clandestine forms compose, it has been a 
source of criticism due to the overly simplifi ed model of power it addresses and the 
apparent avoidance to discuss the complexity of the street. What is of interest here, 
nevertheless, is that clandestine forms such as those pictured by de Certeau overlap 
the acts of walking that produce the urban embodied subject, that is, the pedestrian. 
This subject is not only an everyday user of place – his walk is a “writing” of the actual 
city and a production of space at the same time. This takes the form of bricolage, 
involving an active appropriation, rewriting and, therefore, re-use of the products of 
contemporary culture and the systems of mass culture and identity production. “The 
readable transforms itself into the memorable” says de Certeau, adding that bricolage 
is “an art of manipulating and enjoying.” (de Certeau 2002, xxi) In other words, the 
individual is a bricoleur who uses space and the surrounding elements to serve his own 
aims and trajectories in order to reach his own goals and desires. 

This, however, does not mean that individuals abandon order. We rarely reproduce 
the vestiary constructions of a pictorial, for example, but we do improvise with 
already given images and objects, while the material and epidermal experience 
hold an important role in choosing our clothing pieces. Accordant with such (in)
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voluntary distortions, Belting has shown that while representations often govern over 
perceptions, the body produces, perceives and remembers images that are diff erent 
from the medium or the media which produced them, in that imagination censors 
or transforms them depending on each individual’s own experience, an experience 
which is physical and charged with sensations in the fi rst place. (Belting 306/310-314) 
It is precisely because of these that Barthes refuses to examine “worn” garments, since 
their use approaches “speech,” the individual way of using language. Speech always 
escapes the language even if it passes through it (Barthes 8), because it is connected 
both to socio-cultural dimensions and individual’s interior sphere. 

Internet and the fl ux of body practices: old equations, new compatibilities

The urban mythology of a “privileged” space that refl ects the actions of individuals 
is mirrored today by its virtual duplicate: cyberspace. The Internet reveals the active 
involvement of individuals in using and sharing representations, with a direct 
impact on the way we construct body images. In an article titled Introduction – Global 
Conceptualism Revisited, Boris Groys discusses the visual character of Internet and its 
deeply problematic surveillance eff ects. Groys states that “the emergence and rapid 
development of global networks of visual media are creating a new global agora for self-
presentation, political discussions and actions. Political discussions in the ancient Greek 
agora presupposed the immediate living presence and visibility of its participants. (...) 
Everyone who wants to go public, to begin to act in today’s international political 
agora has to create an individualized public persona. This requirement is relevant not 
only for the political and cultural elites. Today, more people are gett ing involved in 
active image production than in passive image contemplation.” (Groys 2011) In the 
context of network ramifi cations and projections, the open-ended space of Internet is 
one that demands avatars and icons as warrants for visibility, reclaiming identity and 
the recognition of others.

The resemblance of cyberspace and urban spaces as processed by individuals does 
not off er only a mirror of activities, but addresses the nature of activity in itself. De 
Certeau describes urban space in a double stance. On the one hand, as text, a model that 
can be read, the comprehensible image of the city up from above, which represents its 
planning; on the other hand, the messy routes and the everyday dynamics of individual 
bodies which write and inscribe, make use of the places without being able to grasp 
the whole picture. (de Certeau 92-94) By comparison, Internet users transit, show 
themselves, write and inscribe – in binary matrices and hypertexts – without being able 
to grasp the panoramic view created by the grand network of cyberspace, even though 
they access links as points of access to the web. All networks and connections create a 
fl ux of information that is impossible to perceive as such, the only direct contacts being 
the interface of the web points we access. What is most relevant is how individuals 
engage this space through diff erent procedures and practices they come to construct. 
This is also reminiscent of how “space occurs as the eff ect produced by the operations 
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that orient it, situate it, temporalize it, and make it function in a polyvalent unity of 
confl ictual programs or contractual proximities. (…) space is a practiced place.” (de 
Certeau 117) While both Internet and the city can be called places, in the way that we 
locate them as interwoven networks of representations and texts, they become spaces 
only when actualized.

In Digital Art, Christiane Paul proposes a connection between art history and 
digitalized practices, which share the grounds of our techno-practices that afterwards 
go visible in the sphere of the Internet. In this context, she tracks a well-structured 
arena for the liaisons between digital explorations and art movements, where 
Conceptual art, Dada or Fluxus can be seen as the links between much older and 
newer art practices since they relied on sets of instructions, operated with concept 
and involved participation. The infl uence of Dada falls on the construction it made 
out of the randomness of elements that were nevertheless related to the formal 
structure of poems. Fluxus, on the other hand, often played on clear instructions in 
order to create a space for audience participation. In this sense, their use of formal 
rules establishes a connection with the strict procedures worked out by algorithms in 
computational programs and the interactive notions of technological manipulations 
we are accustomed to, but it also lays the foundations of processing and assembling 
information. (Paul 11-15) Nevertheless, Christiane Paul mentions the 90’s advent of 
the Internet as a form of expression for the digital and not as a genuine condition 
the way it looks today because of the siamese structure in which we conceive tech-
devices already knott ed within networks. Internet thus becomes much clearer a specifi c 
condition, which implies a constant fl ux of conventions, displacements, fusions and 
shifts of elements. (Paul 116) The rise of ubiquitous forms of individual expressions 
in massive circulation is also due to the accessibility of programs and kits, editing 
softwares, and performative digital devices that get cheaper and cheaper. 

While the visibility off ered by Internet continues to function along with what 
we identify as a mirror of the material world, namely snapshots, live streaming, or 
digital pictures, the use of representations also explores diverse practices of technical 
image manipulation: from retouchings to aestheticized compositions patt erned after 
the fashion industry, manipulations of other manipulations, bricolages, constructions 
and selections making use of the information hazard procured by the net. In what 
regards fashion, it off ers a journey through modes, styles, clothing, and diff erent 
body representations on the one hand, and, on the other hand, it off ers know-hows 
covering a wide spectrum. The era of praised bloggers as an alternative voice has 
started to shade in light of blogging masses of self-named fashion stylists; popularity 
belongs to “rookies” who combine creative mediums into amateur productions or 
anonymous creators whose collages or creations circulate the fl uctuating medium 
of various microblogging platforms, often losing their sources. One cannot ignore 
that this burst of creativity escalading representations exceeds the simple self-image 
making and appears as an extension or a persona which is manifest through much 
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more elaborated constructions. Everything being fl uid and permissive to change, it is 
also open to unlimited conversations, permutations, and juxtapositions. Individuals 
become the operators of an entire archive of digital and symbolic artefacts in the form 
of ubiquitous auctoriality. Their constructions hold the power to de-form, model and 
ex-form objects, bodies, or display mediums. 3D constructions, animations, dynamic 
layers, .gifs (word of the year 2012, according to the Oxford Dictionaries), memes, 
glitch eff ects and an unlimited array of computer software – they all formulate a new 
type of mesh-up images defi ned by absurd juxtapositions and imbrications of Internet 
iconography. 

What is interesting throughout most recent trends to experiment with the body, 
objects, textures or materiality by means of computational programs is how 3D body 
constructions refl ect body and genre defi nitions deeply rooted in social beauty myths 
or the history of art, which off ers an inventory of representations over time. Ingrid 
Loschek points out that the virtual and the avatar are based on a “sampling of diff erent 
historical and contemporary body images. Anthropologic and anthropometric body 
schemata are combined with art historical image patt erns, deriving from sources 
including Vitruvius, Leonardo da Vinci or Albert Dürer.” Because they are derived 
preponderantly from rules of body construction which populated the Renaissance 
(Loscheck 77) such 3D constructions can also give rise to coherent human anatomical 
fi gures. However, since programs also function on juxtapositions and amalgamations 
worked in original ways by the user, they can perform constructions which are 
completely absurd. While the sylph-like, elongated bodies which defi ne the 
contemporary imaginary share many details with bodies throughout the history of art, 
all these experiments refer to a diff erent idea of imagination and body representation 
in their unnaturalness. 

Discussion

A discussion can be initiated between two ways of using Internet iconography. 
TIMEFLY elaborates hyper detailed graphics, it reproduces textures and volumes 

which include mimetic constructions of organic elements interlaced with hyaline 
surfaces and artifi cial vegetation. These can be appreciated for their visual appeal, 
yet they can fl oor users when it comes to understanding them as real clothing pieces. 
When I fi rst discovered the website, I was taken up with its visual scenography yet 
I wasn’t completely sure whether these were actual material pieces or only elements 
of an online fashion project. The few articles discussing the project were praising this 
visual turn which can be seen as a new fashion avant-garde, but expressed skepticism 
regarding their materiality. This reminded me of Belting’s assertion that “a medium 
is form, or it transmits the very form through which we perceive images.” (Belting 
305) In other words, the form of these images is so intimately interwoven with their 
medium of transmission that they can hardly be separated from technology and the 
“unrealness” of the cybernetic construct. Since the project re-echoes the condition of 
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fashion as medium, one must closely observe the “image disembodiment” which will 
allow it to be transposed into a diff erent medium or material support. At fi rst, the 
computational constructions defi ning the visual character of TIMEFLY clothing pieces 
seemed to be associated with space virtualizations, sketches or simulations. In the 
meantime, they have become presentable constructions where the fl ux of bricolages 
and imagistic artifi ces blur the line between design, art, or mere eccentricity.

A fashion show realized by WUT Berlin around their AW 2014/2015 collection 
Baroque Army – It’s Beyond My Control reunites the creations of 17 young designers, 
ranging from clothing assemblages with organic forms reminiscent of digital 
minimalism in their geometric cuts and chromatic palett e, to high-resolution 
constructions and opulent kaleidoscopic printings. Topknott ed shoes and curled hair-
dos are accessorized with ribbons of 17-th century inspiration. Worn by both men 
and women, they made up for an interesting aspect addressing body construction 
through clothing and corporal practices. On the one hand, the disciplining of bodies 
through clothing could be observed in the slightly unskillful moves of masculine 
bodies on heels. On the other hand, representation based gender constructions refl ect 
in acknowledging such elements have become the appanage of femininity while being 
part of male adoration and underlining the body as a historical and cultural construct 
one more time.

WUT is a boutique of edgy fashion and an online platform for independent 
designers. While located in Tokyo for the time being, it collaborates and networks 
artists regardless of their location, like TIMEFLY. Yann Le Goec, WUT’s creative 
director, curates the artists presented on the platform and featured collections 
or creations as well. Thus, the clothing pieces in WUT shows are not the original 
assemblages of invited designers. They are pieces Le Goec curated, acquired, and 
styled to feature them in a space specially conceived to highlight the topic of each 
show, a practice similar to curating a group exhibition. Unlike big fashion names who 
feature their collections one year in advance, WUT uses the classic biannual formula of 
two seasonal collections which seems more in character with Internet immediacy. My 
interest in WUT is based on the fact that this boutique implements a series of strategies 
infl uenced by Internet practices, yet it does so in a diff erent manner than TIMEFLY. 
These strategies are reminiscent of “traditional” forms of fashion presentation, yet they 
challenge these forms by appealing to Internet iconography. The physical space of the 
boutique is wallpapered in pieces of white marble as a mimesis of cyberspace grids 
defi ning the initial and sanitary construction of a 3D space, analogous to the sanitary 
character of a gallery’s white cube. A continuous exchange between cyberspace and 
real space takes place, raising questions on who models who eventually.

The question of who models who can be further discussed in the context of fashion 
and the body as refl ected in digital and artistic practices, Internet iconography, and 
clandestine forms of body image representations; yet it can also be discussed around 
the fascination the transfer of image-codes breeds. The connection Yann Le Goec 
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makes with the Baroque is based on a good intuition regarding this transfer and 
such an analogy can be easily extrapolated to the entire fl ux of visual and material 
expressions, since the Baroque alluded to the stimulation of collective emotions, using 
spectacular decorative forms to support this. A mixture of scenic, refi nement and 
abuse, alteration and decadence, alien and complicated objects or ideas which would 
otherwise be labeled as kitch have characterized both big arts and minor ones all along 
the two post-Renaissance centuries. (Larousse 1998: 1402) The classic model was never 
abandoned, yet it was rendered less legible through distortions, free imagination, and 
decorative protuberances. Based on similar considerations, the illegible character of 
today’s technological coding and kitch image juxtapositions vibrates on the thin line 
between oddity and post-Internet art. The clear and programmatic structures lying 
behind constructions dissipate understanding and feature combinative and distortable 
elements that are comparable to ready-mades, captivating us through their fi gurative 
character and unrefi ned colours, textures, or materiality. From graphics reminiscent 
of computational programs such as Photoshop, glitchy eff ects, vectors and hypertext, 
digital kaleidoscopes of images and warped photographic elements, to emoji and 
social network interfaces, everything we see and interact with might already be on 
the clothing material. This leads to a diff erent perception and a tactile understanding 
of clothing and the body wearing it, in the sense that it aff ects both the viewer and 
the one constructing the body thusly dressed. What takes form between the surface 
and the interior of clothing pieces is a diff erentiation similar to the one operated by 
McLuhan between hot and cold media, an intense participation and the extension or 
augmentation of a single sense. (McLuhan 1969) If clothing itens can be associated with 
the cold media when it comes to individual combination practices, social interaction 
and ocular perception (having an emotional impact at all times), the relation between 
material and skin enters the category of “low defi nition” and hot media, being 
acknowledged as such against surface textures. In this context, fashion is both a hot 
and a cold medium; it uses techniques and technologies to create an image and a 
corporal construct which can be seen as aff ects, yet it uses clothing which in its turn 
constitutes a medium of epidermal engagement.
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